Plants – (Worksheet 2)

CHLOROPHYLL    LEMON    PEAR    ROSES    TULIP
CHLOROPLAST    LILY    PEAS    SAPLINGS    TWIG
CROCUS     LOG    PEONIES    SEEDS    VEGGIES
DAHLIA   MAGNOLIA    PETAL    SHOOTS    WINE
DOGWOOD    MARIGOLD    PETUNIAS    SHRUBBERY    WALNUT
EVERGREEN    MOISTURE    PHOTOSYNTHESIS    SOIL    WATER
FOLIAGE   MOSS    PINE    SQUASH    WATERMELON
HIBISCUS    MULCH    PLANTS    STALK    WEEDS
HONEYSUCKLE    NUTS    PLUM    STEM    WHEAT
HYACINTH   ONION    POTATO    STRAWBERRY    WOOD
HYDRANGEA    ORANGES    PUMPKIN    SUN    YAMS
IRIS     OXYGEN    RAIN    SUNFLOWER
JASMINE   PARSLEY    RICE    THORN
JUNIPER    PEACH    RINGS    TOMATO
LANDSCAPE    PEANUT    ROOTS    TREES
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